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Choose the corrector best alternative in the following:- (2.5xl0=25)
(a) The routing of da grams _

(i) Must follow a fi ed path (ii)Occurs on a virtual Circuit

(iii)Can occur over different paths (iv)Occurs exponentially

(b)The RG number gi es us information about _

(i) All of the these (ii)Optical fiber (iii)Twisted pair (iv)Coaxial cable

(c) The __ channe is used for application's requiring a transmission

greater than 64 k ps. (i)B (ii)D (iii)H (iv)All of these

(d) The TCP sliding wi dow _

(i) Can be used to control the flow of information

(ii)Always occurs hen the field value is O.

(iii)Always occur w en field value is 1.

(iv)Occurs horizon ally

(e) Which of the foll wing is considered a broad band communication

channel?

(i) Coaxial cable (i) Fiber optics cable (iii)microwave circuits (iv)all of

above.
(f) Bit stuffing is use to _

(i) Pad insufficien information

(ii)Distinguish be inning and ending flags from information.

(iii)convert 8-bit w rds into 16 bit words.

(iv)Fill a data turk y

(g) In which topology, data packet is removed by source destination?

(i) Ring (ii)Bus (iii)Star (iv)None

(h) UDP isused with Protocol.

(i) Trivial File Tr sfer (ii) ICMP (iii)LDAP (iv)All of above

(i) In which routing ethod, do all the routers have a common database?

(i) link vector (ii) istance vector (iii)link state (iv)non of the above

0) Which of the folIo 'ng is a four wire Gigabit Ethernet implementation?

(i) 1000base-SX (i) 1000Base-LX (iii) 1000Base-CX (iv) 1000Base-T
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2 (a) What are of the factors that determine whether a

communication sy tern is a LAN,MANor WAN? (5)

(b) Derme the term c nnection-oriented as used in data communication

and relate it to TC . (5)

(c) What are the be efits of using layered protocols? Discuss some of

them. (2.5)

OR
2 (a) What is a peer-to- eer process? What are heades and trailers and how

do they get added d removed? (5.5)

(b) Discus the mode for propagating light along optical channels with

proper diagrams. (3)

(c) What do you me by network topology? Discuss the problems and

benefits of any thr e topologies. (4)
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(a) What arFthe vario s data link layer design issues? Explain stop-and-

wait ARQ protocol with suitable diagrams when (i) Frame is lost (il)

ACK is lost. (7)

'(b) Name :dlfferent es of HDLC frames and give a brief description of

each. ! j (5.5)

OR

3 (a) Explain. the enca sulation of PDUs in TCP/IP and addressing with

suitable diagrams. (4.5)

(b) How is CRC supe 'or to the two-dimensional parity check? How does

the checksum c ecker know that the received data unit is

undamaged? (8)
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(a) What do you me ' by multiple access communication? What is the

role of MAC proto ols? (5.5)

(b) Explain Ethemet rotocol with special reference to frame format. (7)

OR

(a) Discuss the folIo g with reference to LANs. (6.5)

(i) Exponential ba k off algorithm (ii) CSMA/CD vs CSMA/CA

(b) What is the m . urn number of subnets in each case? (6)

(i) Class A; mask 55.255.192.0

(ii)Class B; mask 55.255.192.0

(iii)Class C; mask 55.255.255.192

(iV)CI~ss C; mask 55.255.255.240

I
(a) Explain the Ie bucket algorithm and illustrate how traffic

congesttion can be reduced. (7)

(b) A routing algori m should have global knowledge about the state of

the network to pe orm its task. Give various goals and objective to be

considered in rou 'ng algorithms. (5.5)

: OR

(a) Explain the Lea bucket algorithm to control congestion. Explain

how tpy drawbac s of this are overcome in a token bucket algorithm?(6)

(b).Are both UDP an IP unreliable to'the same degree? Why or why not? (4)
I I

(c):Can 1jhevalue of eader length in an IP packet be les~ than 5? When

is it exactly 5? (2.5)
I I
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